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My Ever Changing Moods
Following on from our note on MMT last week, we consider the most
likely regions where it may be used, and then some market
consequences. Inflation would seem to be the most likely economic
consequence, and a weaker currency the most likely market reaction to
such a radical economic policy. Barring a change of government in the
US, it is least likely to be implemented there, and because there is more
monetary headroom in the US than elsewhere. In the UK a Labour
government may well find this thinking attractive, particularly after a
hard BREXIT. Japan and Europe are therefore most exposed.
Policy interest rates remain negative in Europe (deposit rates) and Japan
and are unlikely to rise above zero until 2021 at the earliest. Inflation in
both regions remains stubbornly below target and presents clear
deflation risk should we see another economic shock. That would make
them ideal candidates for MMT, given the lack of scope for reducing
rates further. Europe, however, does not issue federal debt, and no
individual country within Europe controls its own currency (a
precondition for MMT). That makes Japan the most likely country in the
developed world to implement MMT, just as it was an early adopter of
Quantitative Easing. It is difficult, however, to see inflation rising out of
control in Japan, but a weaker Yen may be likely consequence.
So, what might become of Europe should the world become subject to
another deflationary shock? Given the lack of monetary headroom and
the absence of suitable fiscal infrastructure to stimulate beyond
monetary measures, Europe would appear to be the most likely
developed country to slide into a Japanese style deflation spiral. A
stronger Euro may be the most likely result of that (Figure 1), with most
economic pain felt on the periphery (again).
While the future path of policy is far from clear in many countries, should
we become exposed to another global deflationary shock, we are not
sure that MMT takes us much further forward towards solutions, but it
may just prove irresistible to populist politicians. In the days before
hyphenated words became popular, the Style Council sang out,” I wish
we'd come to our senses and see there is no truth, oh in those who
promote the confusion for this ever changing mood.”
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Figure 1: Japanese Yen versus CPI Inflation (relative to the US)
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Source: DataStream, Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management

All information is given as of the date appearing in this document and Canaccord Genuity Wealth
Management (CGWM) does not assume any obligation to update it or to advise on further
developments related. All this information has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable,
but the accuracy and completeness of the information is not guaranteed, nor in providing it do
CGWM assume any liability.
All views expressed in this document are provided for informational purposes only and does not
constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities. The statements expressed herein are
not intended to provide tax, legal or financial advice, and under no circumstances should be
construed as a solicitation to act as a securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction. All views are
intended for general circulation to clients and do not have any regard to the specific investment
objectives, financial situation or general needs of any particular person.
Forward-looking statements and past performance are not guarantees of future results. To the
fullest extent permitted by law, neither CGWM nor its affiliates or any other person accepts any
liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of the information
contained in this document. Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management in Canada is a division of
Canaccord Genuity Corp. Member – Canadian Investor Protection Fund and the Investment
Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada.
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